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Visibility into compliance and entitlements 

Insight is your expert 
connection to the asset 
management solutions 
that make your business
run smarter.

Adobe Enterprise License Dashboard

Keeping up with Adobe software entitlements and vendor requirements involves so many complexities  
that compliance terms are often unclear — and license management can prove to be challenging. Insight 
gives you resources like the Enterprise License Dashboard to help you turn this software challenge into a 
well-managed process that saves both time and money.

Here are some of the things we bring to the table:

 • First Microsoft® Gold reseller certified in Software Asset Management 
 • Dedicated consultants with 10+ years of experience 
 • Strong global footprint in North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific 
 • Helped Microsoft and IBM Lotus develop first licensing programs

How Enterprise License Dashboard will help your business
Incorporating our years of Software Asset Management (SAM) expertise, the dashboard gives you a 
comprehensive picture of your Adobe and other software vendor license entitlements and compliance 
position. You no longer need to spend weeks and months of effort to collect, normalize and analyze        
your purchases and inventory data. You get:

 • An agreements overview with products, contacts & expiration reminders 
 • Comprehensive license aggregation & purchase drill down 
 • Detailed machine-level license positions & entitlement comparisons 
 •  Extensive reporting, analysis & download capabilities
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What is Enterprise License Dashboard? 
Insight’s Enterprise License Dashboard is a cloud-based offering that provides a high-level management interface for your current licensing position. 
This multivendor entitlement and compliance reporting dashboard is a highly scalable and configurable assessment and reconciliation tool.

Insight’s approach 
We look at your unique market drivers.

 • Unplanned audits 
 • Agreement negotiations 
 • Acquisition or divestiture 
 • Corporate compliance 
 • Refined planning and reporting

We understand your business challenges.

 • Limited or unavailable resources 
 • Overlapping and higher-priority activities 
 • Changing rules and requirements 
 • Lack of regulations experience and knowledge

We know the outcomes you’re working toward.

 • An accurate compliance position 
 • Optimized license/maintenance purchases 
 • Visibility into policy and procedure effectiveness 
 • Efficient use of agreements and entitlements

Enterprise License Dashboard will help you achieve those outcomes. 

 • Visibility into under-/over-license position 
 • Continuous license compliance, entitlements & consumption 
 • Reduced IT administration in software lifecycles

Enterprise License Dashboard in action
Using Enterprise License Dashboard, a large pharmaceutical company was able to grant access to each vendor manager and produce regular 
snapshots of its compliance position. The company replaced time-consuming, unreliable data collection methods with a tool that produces 
consistent, dependable information.



Learn more

At Insight, we’ll help you solve challenges and improve

performance with Intelligent Technology SolutionsTM.

Work smarter.

https://www.insight.com/en_US/buy/partner/adobe/creative-cloud.html



